PLAY IN TENDULKAR’S WAY
And the day continued with the same enthusiasm and desperation of how the new world is
going to be with a new HOPE within….
We had MR. PRAVIN BHAVELKAR as a special guest of the day with a special love and
dedication for SACHIN TENDULKAR through a very effective session for the students PLAY IN
TENDULKAR’S WAY- a very strong and influential message for the aspirants in learning the new
prospects of living and growing a life in a Sachin style.
Our student Vaishnavi Sacroji from MBA Second year whole heartedly welcomed him with a
marvelous speech talking about some of his expertise area with a blend of success and failures
in his life.

The session was conducted for three hours and he was accompanying the essentials that can
engage the students and audience which indeed made it a “NEW COMERS DAY”. Prior starting

the game he gave a brief introduction about himself sharing all the hard and good times of his
life and how Life changed when he changed the way of looking into his life.
SACHIN WAS ALL OVER THE AUDITORIUM….
A video was being played on Sachin’s journey of failures to success. You blink and you miss the
game!!!
He connected the life of Sachin with each one of us making it a meaningful and lively for all. He
introduced the techniques and styles of Sachin for management and how it can be used by all in
better planning of success. Initially he had chosen two boys and two girls from the crowd as
Captains for their respective teams. Those captains had been allotted a budget and they had to
purchase players to create a Cricket team with certain criterions.
Different task was being allotted to the teams wherein they have to decide the best name of
the team, best slogan with energy, best mission statement and so on…..

The best part of the activity was enrollment of the students into a skit related to the cricket and
it added an extra charm when supplemented by the commentaries. Students performed their
best by indulging themselves into different tasks and the hall whispered yaeeeeeeee……………
At the end, the best team was declared as winners and rest as the learners…..

